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Dear Catherine Onlino,

Thank you for your recommendations. We have made the additional changes you recommended. The following are our point by point reply:

1. Ethical Approval
In the Methods section, please include a paragraph explaining why the ethical approval was waived under the Swedish law, as you have done in the cover letter.

Reply 1) See page 6 in the Method section, and the marked red text.

2. Participant Consent
In the Methods section, please confirm whether you obtained consent from participants for this study. Since there are two photographs showing a member of the healthcare personnel and a patient, please confirm that you have obtained consent for the publication of the images from both; if this consent was not obtained, please remove the photographs from figure 1.

Reply 2) See page 6 in the Method section, and the marked green text.

Again, we thanks for your recommendations that helped us improve the manuscript. We resubmitted the manuscript as you have requested.

Best regards, on behalf of the authors
Annika Nilsson